Hassle free moving

Considerate | Conscientious | Crafted

Our criteria...
We’re delighted to be helping you move into a brand new Newland Home.
In order for us to help you move using NewMove, there are some key criteria which
need to be met for eligibility.
For NewMove with Part Exchange

For NewMove with MoveMaker

• You need to be trading up in value of approximately 30%. Ie. The purchase price of the 		
plot is approximately 30% higher in value than the property you are selling.

• Unlike part exchange, you don’t need to be trading up in value of property.

• Part Exchange is not available in conjunction with the government’s Help to Buy scheme.

• We will take a £200 NewMove holding cheque from you, which will be taken off your
£500 reservation fee when we are able to proceed to reservation stage. If you decide 		
that you do not wish to progress with your MoveMaker at any point, then £100 will be
refundable. We will however refund the full £200 if we agree to help you sell your home 		
in a 4-6 week period and at the end of the 6 weeks review date the property has not sold 		
and we are unable to proceed.

• We will take a £200 NewMove holding cheque from you, which will be taken off your 		
£500 reservation fee when we are able to proceed to reservation stage. If you decide 		
that you do not wish to progress with your part exchange at any point, then £100 will
be refundable.
• All part exchange properties we agree to buy in are subject to a full structural survey, 		
and Newland Homes reserve the right not to proceed if the survey shows any unknown 		
or undisclosed items that significantly affect the value of the property or the ability to
sell it onwards. In these circumstances we will review the situation with regards our 		
ability to proceed with the purchase of your property and your purchase of ours, along 		
with any reservation monies taken.
• Properties with loft conversions will not be considered for part exchange.
• Incentives: One of our key incentives for part exchange is the part exchange itself. In 		
purchasing your property there are significant costs we take on board which may
include agents fees, and we bear additional legal and stamp duty costs, and in some 		
cases repair and remedials works may need to be carried out before we can sell your 		
property on. This is why every deal is individual and we aren’t able to offer the same 		
incentives as purchasers in a proceedable position.
• Part exchange is available on selected plots only and subject to Newland Homes’ discretion.

• MoveMaker is available in conjunction with the government’s Help to Buy scheme.

• MoveMaker assumes your full co-operation with ourselves, estate agents and 		
reasonable access to allow viewings of your property, and we would ask if you could
keep it in a presentable and tidy state during the sales period, in addition to a ‘for sale’ 		
board being displayed to allow the maximum opportunity for the property to sell. If the 		
property does not sell in the agreed period and the appointed agents haven’t been
given reasonable access, we reserve the right to withhold £100 of the NewMove holding
cheque (50%).
• Any agents appointed will be the choice of Newland Homes.
• MoveMaker is available on selected plots only and is subject to the company’s discretion.
• We will work with you and your agents for 6 weeks with the objective of obtaining a
sale on your property. During this time we are unable to hold the plot exclusively to 		
yourselves. If we receive a proceedable offer, we reserve the right to accept it. In these 		
circumstances we will discuss what options are available to you including switching to 		
alternative available plots, or if nothing is suitable, refunding your monies.

All prospective purchases are subject to NewMove criteria
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For more
information
speak to your
Sales Advisor

• No estate agents fees to pay
• Hassle free move to a new home

Benefits of

• A guaranteed cash buyer if
Part Exchange is offered

• No chain with the Part Exchange scheme
• No worry of a broken chain with the
Part Exchange scheme
• We manage your estate agents and sale

Here’s how it works...
We understand that moving can be a stressful process, so we’ve put together our NewMove
service aiming to make your move as easy as possible. You visit one of our participating
developments and find a home that suits your needs. We will talk you through the NewMove
process on an available plot and advise if we can work with you on a Part Exchange or an
assisted sale MoveMaker...

Is your home currently for sale?
Yes?

No?

You discuss your current situation, such as which agents you are
using, what price your home is selling for, how long it has been on
the market, how many viewings or offers you may have had.

We ascertain if we can consider your property for ‘Part Exchange’
or ‘MoveMaker’ (where we assist the sale) by getting 2 or 3 estate
agent valuations based on a realistic 4-6 week selling price for
your property.

We review your situation and pricing and work with your existing
or alternative agents of our choice to get you in position to
proceed to the next step (shown right).
We then pre-agree a value to market your property to sell in 4-6
weeks based on an achievable selling price.
We review progress with appointed agents weekly.
We will pre-agree if we can buy your home in part exchange at the
end of the 6 week period if it has not sold, however are unable to
offer this on every property. For more info see our criteria.
If we are unable to offer part exchange and offer you an assisted
sale in the form of a MoveMaker, we will help to achieve a sale
for you, however we are unable to hold the plot if we receive a
proceedable offer. In this instance we can work with you to switch
plots or refund monies if there is no suitable alternative.

What happens at the end of the 6 week NewMove period?
Your home HAS SOLD
If your home HAS SOLD by the end of the 6 week
period, we will review and confirm your package
and you will be able to proceed with your
reservation.

Your home HAS NOT SOLD and
PART EXCHANGE was agreed

Your home HAS NOT SOLD and
PART EXCHANGE was NOT agreed

If your home HAS NOT SOLD by the end of the 6
week period, we’ll buy your property from you
ONLY if pre-agreed at the outset.

If your home HAS NOT SOLD by the end of the 6
week period, and we were unable to pre-agree to
purchase your existing property, then we will be
happy to refund your reservation cheque in full.*

You then remain in your existing home until your
new one is completed.

*Subject to NewMove criteria, see overleaf.

All prospective purchases are subject to NewMove criteria

NewMove the hassle free way of moving to your dream home

